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BERTAUD Natasha (CAB-SCHINAS)
in view of DG-VP meeting on Wednesday
ICMPD Concept Note_Support hubs_for beneficiaries of temporary 
protection_22.04.22-.pdf;
EU_IBM_and_migration_support_Ukraine_ICMPD_Concept
Note_20220407.pdf

Hi Natasha,

I hope this email finds you well.

You get of course your official internal briefings but I also wanted to share with you our two proposals 
for Ukraine which we are currently sharing with various interlocutors. My DG will certainly make 
reference to them.
The first one focusses on establishing support hubs in EU MS in view of labour market integration of 
refugees.
The second one focusses on support to UA authorities in the area of border management (we currently 
still implement a EU funded border management project) but also migration management. We believe 
that support for border management is not only a technical issue important for security and trade but 
also a strong political message for an independent Ukraine!
Please note that both concepts and especially the one focussing on UA authorities are regularly adapted 
and updated.

See you Wednesday,

ICMPD Brussels Mission
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